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Flexible Exhaust extractor is an economical solution for all types
ground and within reach for ease of use. Multiple extractors
service area.
for those hard to reach areas. Models for high temperature
applications available.
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Simple and $ffordaEle

Fixed extractors offers endless solutions to the
the
 individual workplace or large maintenance

facility’s. The Plymovent Fixed Exhaust
Extractor is flexible, easy to install and reliable.
Exhaust hoses suitable for all temperature ranges
and applications are available. The extractor intended
for stationary vehicles can be uopgraded according to
facility requirements or growth.
An important component to the fixed extractor is
the balancer with lock, which automatically keeps
the hose lifted off the floor. Several hoses can be
one central system.
Plymovents Swinging boom arm is a simple and space
saving method of increasing the coverage of the
extractor. The double articulating boom extends
horizontally up to 8m (25ft) with hose diameters up to
8” dia as a standard. With an assortment of accessories to
complete the package.
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FUA 1300 -2100 for direct connection to
extractor
-single or 3 phase electrital requirements
- comes with wall bracket
- locking balancer wit saddle support
-high visibility hose for safety
-various hose types and diameters up
150mm(6”)
- Double Fixed extractor and fan available
-supplied with two 100mm(4”) hose
-come with suspension hook or balancer

- Horizontal boom lengths up to 8m (25ft)
- High temp hose available up to 200mm(8”)
- Articulating horizontal boom for flexibility
and covers a wider area
- Complete kits for easy assembly and installation
- Connect to a central fan or optional fan bracket
to mount a fan on the wall bracket of the boom
- Microswitch available to control motorized damper
or remote start a fan making it an energy saver
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• - fast easy installation

- locking balancer with hose saddle
- wall bracket available
- high vivbility hose (yellow and black)
- standard sizes up to 200mm (8”)
- hose legths up to 33’ depending on dia.
- low maintenance
- microswitch available
- motorised damper available
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- Assortment of nozzles available to suit
all applications - rubber nozzles up to 600F
- Metal nozzles for higher temperatures
- Pneumatic nozzles for a virtually sealed
connection
- An assortment of fans to power any number
of extractors
- Hoses to suite any applixation
- Microswitches, control boxes and motorised
dampers to make a smart energy efficient
system

